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Digital Immortality
by Julian Henriques
The idea of digital immortality is not new. The word digital has remained the moniker for “the
latest technology” for three decades.1 We are technophiliacs because, as Freud might tell us –
besides our own shit – technology is the one thing we make ourselves. Human kind – men in
particular – have always tended to fall in love with their creations. This has been the case from
the Greek myth of Pygmalion’s most beautiful ivory statue, to the marvel – again scatological –
of Jacques de Vaucanson’s defecating mechanical duck of 1739.2 This perhaps was the
inspiration for Julien Offray de La Mettrie’s bold proposition of Man a Machine published in
1748.3 The philosophical claim that we are ourselves actually only machines was of course
made by Rene Descartes almost exactly a century earlier, in 1637.
The idea of digital immortality holds the promise of every new technology. It will solve
all our problems, even the major problem of life – death. The Russian scientist Nikolai
Fedorov, who inspired the Soviet space programme, submitted that the true ambition of
science, should be to raise the dead.4 Even the humble gramophone was first advertised as a
communication channel beyond the grave.5 According to Yuval Noah Harari’s latest best-seller
Homo Deus: A Brief History of Tomorrow, technology will make (some of) us gods.6
Prometheus eat your heart out, which of course was precisely his fate for stealing one of their
gifts.
This short essay examines the key assumption on which the idea of digital immortality
can be said to rest, or maybe be laid to rest. This is the Cartesian rationalist orthodoxy, which
defines us only as minds - as cranial operating systems that can subsequently be separated from
bodies. This idea is both supremely rationalistic and in a contradictory fashion, vauntingly
hubristic; simultaneously both highly gendered and disembodied. It presents itself as the
pinnacle of rationalistic scientific progress, while at the same time appealing to ancient
superstitions and our basic instincts. As Freud wrote: “in the unconscious every one of us is
convinced of his immortality.”7 The idea of digital immortality fits well with current trends in
so-called transhumanist and posthumanist thinking.8 It fits even better with the techno-fetishist
– if not techno-fascist – business plans of digital corporations.
The digital undead are already among us. What can be called first stage digital
immortality is currently on offer. The grandiose projection of the start-up Eternime being a case
in point: “Become virtually immortal… We want to preserve for eternity the memories, ideas,
creations and stories of billions of people.”9 A person’s pattern of life on the net, every click,
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text, message, exchange and purchase preserved in a corporate database, not to mention
innumerable uploaded Instagram images and memorial Facebook pages.
Such a digital archive, though more comprehensive, is not essentially any different from
the conventional analogue immortality, as in a collection of books, images, diaries, etc. But the
claims of Eternime go further; the company “creates an intelligent avatar that looks like you.
This avatar will live forever and allow other people in the future to access your memories.”10
We can imagine these avatars populating the soulless necropolis of stage one digital
immortality, perhaps long after human extinction.
Second stage digital immortality is more ambitiously conceived as some sort of upload of
our “minds” into a computer software. Currently the Digital Immortality Institute offers “social
networking between the living and the dead”11 and the world’s best known scientist Steven
Hawkins is quoted as saying “it's theoretically possible to copy the brain onto a computer and
so provide a form of life after death.”12 Google’s Raymond Kurzweil predicts the so-called
singularity, when machines will have become smarter than humans.13 All-the-better then, to use
these machines to escape the biological limitations of our mortal coil in favor of a silicon base,
even though this is a house that is literally, built on sand.
The immortal soul and the idea of the uploadable mind are different in that the mind
needs a material – or digital – repository, whereas the soul does not. Historically the
indestructible soul was born at the instant we could anticipate our inevitable demise. This
momentous realization is said to have occurred in Orphic cults, from whose mystical ideas
Pythagorean philosophy emerged. In the Eastern traditions this soul travels the circle of
reincarnation. In the West it had an entire afterlife to inhabit as in Ancient Egyptian religion
and the Christian Kingdom of Heaven.
What the soul and the mind share is a common fear of the flesh. The soul has to be saved
from the seductive pleasures of incarnation, vividly depicted, for example, in Hieronymus
Bosch’s famous painting from 1510, “The Garden of Earthly Delights.” This saving of souls
was the job of the Church.14 Today the idea of digital immortality assuages our fear of having
to live with the consequences of bio and climate catastrophe. Abandoning the biological natural
world in favor of a silicon one is touted as the next stage in “human” evolution. This is the job
of the digital technology corporations.
The memory that our minds require has traditionally been provided by cultural artifacts.15
The fragilities of the digital domain are little noticed given our obsessions with digital cloning
and the ubiquitous access to instant information. But without a completely reliable storage
system, any idea of immortality is likely to be as short-lived as that of cryogenics, not least
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because both require a continuous electrical supply. In fact, the older the technology the greater
its reliability.16 The cave paintings of Lascaux, for example, have lasted twenty thousand years;
papyrus scrolls in clay pots have done well too, even 2 inch analogue recording tape is more
reliable than any hard drive. Indeed oral histories are found to have sustained themselves for
seven thousand years, according to researchers of Australian aboriginal traditions.17
By losing our bodies to the idea of digital immortality we lose what makes us human, that
is, the experience of our multi-sensory engagement of being-in-the-world. This is the livedevent itself, the intensities of the dirt, noise and sweat of life, not the rationalized pure signal of
its digital record. As the philosopher Richard Rorty put it: “If the body had been easier to
understand, nobody would have thought we had a mind.”18 Describing the pleasures of
phonography, Evan Eisenberg cites how Odysseus “leaves his immortal lover, knowing that
time and ageing will make Penelope loveable in a way impossible for [the god] Calypso.”19 A
digital trace is truly undead, promising immortality not because it never dies but because it
never lives. Eisenberg continues, “the meaning that needs mortality, [feeds] off fading
things.”20 Through ideas of digital immortality the corporations invite us to suffer the fate of
all those who aspire to be gods. Like Icarus, they crash and burn. We only have to be human to
refuse this invitation.
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